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Abstract
A magnetic thermostat employing soft-ferromagnetic particles and a varying magnetic field has been developed to investigate a
homogeneous granular gas system in microgravity. While the thermostat’s mechanism of creating homogeneous distribution of
the particles was shown earlier, its characteristics have not been understood well due to limited access to a microgravity
environment. Therefore, a parametric study by numerical simulation based on the discrete element method is carried out in this
paper to evaluate effects of tunable parameters in the thermostat. The result shows the capability of the system and provides a
wide range of options and improvements for future experiments. Moreover, it predicts that the thermostat allows variation of
homogeneity and excitation level of the granular gas just by changing the magnetic parameters without using any mechanical
means. In addition, the suggested improvement is experimentally implemented and evaluated in a drop tower test.
Keywords Granular gas . Granular shaking .Magnetic thermostat . Drop tower experiment . Discrete element method
Introduction
Granular gases are systems where sparsely distributed particles
dissipate their energies through collisions with each other
(Brilliantov and Pöschel 2004; Das et al. 2016; Goldhirsch
and Zanetti 1993; Harth et al. 2018; Herrmann et al. 2001).
These systems have been investigated to answer questions of
granular physics, that can be found in nature on Earth and in
space environments, e.g. grain motions in sandstorms and
mechanisms of interstellar dust agglomerations. Insights of
granular physics are also valuable for industrial optimization
of granular handling processes and for In-Situ Resource
Utilization (ISRU) to enable long-term space explorations
(Crawford 2015; Opsomer et al. 2017; Sanders and Larson
2013). ISRU requires mining and chemical processing of local
soils on the Moon and Mars, extracting indispensable resources
from the soils, such as metals, water, and oxygen, in low gravity
where the particle mobility increases as that in granular gas.
Investigations of the gas state necessitates the challenging
condition that particles distribute homogeneously and randomly
under external excitations in microgravity to maintain the gas-
eous state (Brilliantov and Pöschel 2004). Thus, the investiga-
tions have been carried out thoroughly by simulations (Cafiero
et al. 2000, 2002; Cafiero and Luding 2000; Kang et al. 2010; Li
et al. 2011; Miller and Luding 2004; Mitrano et al. 2012; Rubio-
Largo et al. 2016), while several experimental investigations
have been performed in microgravity platforms e.g. drop tower,
parabolic flight, sounding rocket, and magnetic levitation, where
particles were excited by means of mechanical-boundary shak-
ing or magnetic force (Aumaître et al. 2018; Evesque et al. 2005;
Falcon et al. 1999, 2013; Harth et al. 2013; Hou et al. 2008;
Maaß et al. 2008; Olafsen and Urbach 1998; Rouyer and
Menon 2000; Sack et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018; Yu et al.
2019). In addition, an analytical method for granular gas inves-
tigations was developed aided by machine learning technique to
evaluate structural and dynamic properties of the particles
(Puzyrev et al. 2020).
Unlike boundary shaking, magnetic excitation is a non-
contact method applying force to particles in the bulk. One
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way of magnetic excitation is to employ soft ferromagnetic
particles and several electromagnets (Yu et al. 2019). The
electromagnets are switched on and off alternately in time
sequence, and the varying magnetic field drags the particles
in different directions to increase the granular excitation level
as a bulk thermostat. The experiment was performed in mi-
crogravity and it achieved a reasonably homogeneous spatial
distribution of particles moving in random directions (Yu et al.
2019). The granular dynamics during the excitations was sim-
ulated by numerical calculation based on the discrete element
method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack 1979), considering me-
chanical and magnetic interactions between the constituent
particles (Adachi et al. 2019). The simulation reveals that
the thermostat utilizes magnetic interactions between particles
to create the homogeneous state. In addition, the velocity dis-
tribution during the subsequent cooling process obtained from
the experiment was discussed in depth in comparison with the
kinetic theory of gases (Yu et al. 2020). The thermostat does
not require any mechanically moving parts, which is an ad-
vantage for applications in harsh environments, and thus ideal
for future granular gas experiments in microgravity.
Although basic mechanisms of the magnetic excitation
were clarified by the experiment and the simulation (Adachi
et al. 2019; Yu et al. 2019), the characteristics of the thermo-
stat have not been understood extensively, due to limited
chances of experiments in microgravity. Further understand-
ing of the bulk thermostat is required to prepare and optimize
future investigations. Therefore, a parametric study using
DEM simulation is conducted in this research, and it serves
(1) to evaluate and explain effects of tunable key parameters in
the thermostat and (2) to explore possibilities of further im-
provement or manipulation of the states of granular gases for
future experiments. In the following sections, we shall begin
with a brief review of the setup, followed by an explanation of
the numerical simulation, and end with results and discus-
sions. The investigated topics on the thermostat are catego-
rized into the sample cell geometry, the magnetic parameters,
and the granular bulk condition. In addition, one improvement
suggested by the simulation is experimentally demonstrated
by a drop tower test.
Magnetic Bulk Thermostat
Figure 1 shows the set-up of the magnetic bulk thermostat (Yu
et al. 2019). Spherical soft-ferromagnetic particles with high
relative magnetic permeability are confined in a cubic sample
cell or a spherical sample cell. Four or eight commercial elec-
tromagnets are placed surrounding the sample cell (Fig. 1a, c),
and they are turned-on and -off in the time sequence shown in
Fig. 1b, c to agitate the particles in different directions. Two
magnets facing each other are turned on for time tE ms while
the others are turned off. After a resting time tR ms for all
electromagnets, another pair of magnets is activated at the
next phase. During the turning-on phase, the magnetic parti-
cles are magnetized and interact with each other via long range
interactions, while during the turning-off phase, they become
demagnetized and their interaction forces become negligible.
A homogeneous distribution of the magnetic particles is real-
ized by the intermittent operation using multiple electromag-
net pairs due to three mechanisms: the first is the magnetic
interactions between particles, which alleviates the preference
of the external magnetic field-direction and broadens direc-
tions of magnetic forces applied to particles; the second is
Fig. 1 Schematics of a magnetic bulk thermostat. a The setup consists of
a sample cell and 8 electromagnets, and the electromagnets are turned-on
and -off alternately in b the time sequence to elevate an excitation level of
particles (tE: turning-on time of one pair of electromagnets, tR: turning-off
of all electromagnets). c 4-electromagnet set-up used for a drop tower
experiment and the operation time-sequence
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the switching of the electromagnet pairs for long-term isotro-
pic shaking; the third is the random collisions between parti-
cles during the turning-off phase that absorb kinetic energies
of excessively excited particles and randomize the particle
motions (see the reference for details (Adachi et al. 2019)).
For the simulation, the 8-magnet set-up is reproduced as stan-
dard condition, and effects of the key parameters are investi-
gated in this paper.
Numerical Calculation
The particles during the magnetic excitations are simulated by
3D DEM based on the hard sphere contact model (Cundall
and Strack 1979; Deen et al. 2007; Hoomans et al. 2001). The
detailed explanation can be found in the reference (Adachi
et al. 2019). The equation of motion for the i-th particle affect-







where mi and xi are the i-th particle mass and the positional
coordinate, respectively. The velocity and position of the par-
ticle are calculated by solving Eq. (1) at each time step (1.0 ×
10−5 s) using the Runge-Kutta method. Particle-particle and
particle-sample cell collisions are calculated using the modi-
fied hard sphere model (Adachi and Kawamoto 2017), based
on the coefficient of restitution ε set for each collision case.
The particles placed initially in a sample cell are agitated by
magnetic excitations. The magnetic forceFi,mag applied to i-th
particle is calculated by using Eq. (2) and it is inserted into the
right-hand side of Eq. (1) (Jones 1995),
Fi;mag ¼ pi⋅∇ð ÞBi ð2Þ
Here, pi and Bi are the magnetic dipole moment induced in
i-th particle, and the magnetic flux density at the particle po-
sition, respectively. Assuming one magnetic dipole moment pi








where μ0, μi, and Ri, are the magnetic permeability of free
space (1.25 × 10−6 H/m), the relative magnetic permeability
of i-th particle, and the particle radius, respectively.
Directions of the induced moment pi and the fieldBi are equal,
and the magnetic force causes a translational motion on the
particle. The field Bi involves an external field Bext from the
electromagnets and an additional field Bki from the k-th mag-
netized particle (Kawamoto and Hiratsuka 2009), as repre-
sented in Eq. (4),




Here, N is the particle number. The external magnetic field
Bext is calculated using the finite difference method to repro-
duce the experimental magnetic field. The calculation proce-
dure involving the magnetic field Bki is explained in the ref-
erence (Kawamoto and Adachi 2013; Kawamoto and
Hiratsuka 2009). The calculated total magnetic field Bi is ap-
plied to the particle in the same time sequence explained in the
last section. Because the particle has a fast response to the
magnetic field, the magnetic force is ignored when the elec-
tromagnets are turned off. In addition, the air drag Fa and the
gravitational forceFg are neglected because the magnetic bulk
thermostat is operated in vacuum and microgravity. Table 1
shows the calculation parameters. The basic parameters in
Table 1, which were tested in the previous works except for
the sample cell geometry (Adachi et al. 2019; Yu et al. 2019),
are constantly employed without any notice of variation in the
following section.
Results and Discussions
Geometric Effect on a Particle Distribution
A cubic sample cell has been employed to confine the parti-
cles in the previous work, and the accumulation of particles at
the corners of the cell has been of concern for further precise
investigations (Adachi et al. 2019; Yu et al. 2019). Therefore,
the geometric effect of the sample cell is investigated here.
Figure 2 shows the behaviors of excited magnetic particles
in cases of using the cubic cell and the spherical cell (also
see Supplementary Videos 1 and 2). As shown in Fig. 2c, f,
particles are randomly distributed as initial condition for same
volume fraction (5%). Figure 2a, b show the calculated aver-
age velocities of the excited particles with respect to time
when the coefficient of restitution between particles is varied.
The fluctuation frequency of the average velocity corresponds
to the varying external magnetic field, and the excitation state
is saturated soon after starting the operation in all the condi-
tions. The average velocity increases in the cubic-cell case
because particles located near the cell corners are closer to
electromagnets than those in the spherical-cell case and expe-
rience stronger attractive force. In addition, Fig. 2d, g show
that particles are distributed more homogeneously in the
spherical-cell case at the end of the excitations, while some
of them prefer staying near the corners in the cubic cell. It can
be also seen clearly in Fig. 2e, h, that at the end of the excita-
tions in each case, the particles populate more densely at the
corners of the cubic cell than those in the center, while no such
difference can be observed for the spherical cell.
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The homogeneity of the distribution is further evaluat-
ed quantitatively. Figure 3 shows the spatial probabilities
and the average velocities of particles located at different
distances from the center of the sample cell. Figure 3a, b
show that the probabilities of the particles with all the
coefficient of restitution are spatially equal in the
spherical-cell case, while those become higher in the outer
part of the cubic cell due to the concentration of particles
near the corners. It can also be seen in Fig. 3a that particle
concentration is more prominent for lower coefficient of
restitution in the cubic cell. Similar trends can be seen for
the average velocities plotted in Fig. 3c, d. The lower
velocities at the corners of the cubic cell are mainly
caused by the excessive energy-dissipating collisions due
to higher concentrations there (Fig. 3c), but for the spher-
ical cell the dissipation is well mitigated (Fig. 3d). Thus,
the smoothness of the spherical-cell geometry is effective
to prevent particles from getting concentrated. Figure 3e, f
show the velocity distributions in x-, y-, z-direction at
the end of magnetic excitations with Gaussian fits in
each respective case. The particles move almost
omnidirectionally in both cases, and the distribution is
closer to the Gaussian fit in the spherical-cell case. From
the results, use of the spherical cell realizes more a ho-
mogeneous distribution of particles regardless of the co-
efficient of restitution. It is an advantage for granular gas
investigations because the coefficient of restitution is a
crucial property regarding the instability towards particle
clustering (Goldhirsch and Zanetti 1993; Herrmann et al.
2001; Miller and Luding 2004). In the following sections,
only the spherical cell is employed.
Control of an Excitation Level of a Granular Gas
One of the advantages on the magnetic bulk thermostat is
using a magnetic field without any mechanical moving
parts to agitate the particles and tailor excitation levels of
the granular gas. Here, effects of the magnetic field param-
eters, mainly the magnetic field strength and the turning-on
duration of the field, are investigated. Figure 4a–c show the
calculated average velocities of the particles with respect to
time for different magnetic field strengths and different
turning-on durations, and Fig. 4d shows the average veloc-
ities at the end of excitations (at 5 s) in each case and the
linear fits. The field strength varies from the same field
condition used in the previous experiment (Yu et al.
2019) to a 2 times stronger field, as well as a 0.5 times
weaker field. The turning-on duration ranges from 0.001 to
0.1 s, corresponding to turning-off duration from 0.099 to
0 s, and the total duration is set to 0.1 s for all the cases.
As shown in Fig. 4a–c, the saturated average velocity and
the saturation time become higher and lower, respectively,
as the magnetic field strength increases. In addition, the
steady-state average velocity increases linearly with the
turning-on duration, as shown in Fig. 4d, except for cases
of insufficiently or excessively applying the magnetic field.
When the turning-on duration and the field strength are
0.001 s and 0.5 times weaker respectively, which is the
insufficient case, the average velocity is smaller than the
linear fit in Fig. 4d because the granular gas does not reach
the steady state, as shown in Fig. 4a. On the other hand, in
the excessive case when the turning-on duration is set to
0.1 s in the 2.0 times stronger field, the average velocity is
Table 1 Calculation parameters
of 3D DEM simulation sample cell geometry cubic, spherical (basic)
inner dimension [mm] cubic: 50 × 50 × 50
spherical: 25 (radius, basic)
particle number (volume fraction) cubic: 3000 (5%)
spherical:
1570 (5%, basic), 3140 (10%), 4710 (15%)
particle radius R [mm] 0.8
particle mass m [kg] 1.86 × 10−5
coefficient of restitution ε particle-particle: 0.2, 0.55 (basic), 0.9
particle-cell: 0.9
relative magnetic permeability of particle μi 10,000
magnetic field strength 0.5x, 1.0x (same as the experiment, basic), 2.0x
turning-on duration of magnetic excitation tE [ms] 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20 (basic), 40, 60, 80, 100
turning-off duration of magnetic excitation tR [ms] 99, 98, 97, 95, 90, 80 (basic), 60, 40, 20, 0
duration of rounds of magnetic excitations [ms] 5000
initial condition of particle position random distribution (basic), sedimentation
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beyond the linear fit. It is because the particles interact
intensively, creating their clustering due to the excessive
magnetic force as shown in Fig. 4e, then moving as an
aggregate (also see Supplementary Video 3). Since the ag-
gregated particles move more similarly in terms of the di-
rections and the velocities, energy dissipations on collisions
between particles become smaller. Thus, the excessive case
specifically causes the higher average velocity, as shown in
Fig. 4c, d.
Figure 5 shows the spatial probabilities and the spatial
average-velocities of particles in each case at the end of
excitations. When the granular gas does not reach the
steady state (e.g. Figure 5a, turning-on duration: 0.001 s,
field strength: 0.5 times), it shows an inhomogeneous
probability distribution. When the effect of the magnetic
field is excessively large (e.g. Figure 5e, turning-on dura-
tion: 0.1 s, field strength: 2.0 times), particles tend to
populate highly near the sample cell boundary. The re-
sults indicate that an optimal combination of the magnetic
field strength and the applied duration is crucial to create
a homogeneous distribution. In addition, as long as the
optimal combination is applied, the thermostat realizes
tailored excitation levels of the granular gas just by
adjusting the magnetic parameters.
Fig. 2 Particle behaviors during magnetic excitations. a, b Average
velocities of particles with respect to time during the beginning of the
excitations when the coefficient of restitution between particles are
varied, in cases of using a a cubic cell and b a spherical cell. Snapshots
of the particles at c, f the initial condition (0 s) and at d, g the end of
excitations (5 s) in each case (The coefficient of restitution: 0.2). Spatial
distributions of the particle densities at the ends of rounds of non-excited
phases, which are accumulated e in x-direction in the cubic-cell case and h
in rotational direction around x-axis in the spherical-cell case (The
coefficient of restitution: 0.2). The particle densities measured at 10
different frames are superimposed for a better clarity (at 4.1 s, 4.2 s, …,
5.0 s). One-time frame data contains e 3000 and h 1570 number of
particles in cubic and spherical cell cases, respectively, and the
superimposed data are shown for e 30,000 and h 15,700 number of
particles for each case
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Effects of Granular Bulk Condition
The initial spatial distribution of the particles in the sample
cell before the magnetic excitation cannot be known due to
microgravity effects and disturbances from the platform (e.g.
vibration during parabolic flights (Yu et al. 2019)). In addi-
tion, the volume fraction of the granular gas is also an
important parameter affecting the cooling behavior. Thus, ef-
fects of the granular bulk condition are investigated. Figure 6
shows the granular behaviors when the initial positions of the
particles are altered. Two extreme initial conditions, that of an
already randomly distributed gas and that of a completely
sedimented packing are used. Figure 6a shows the calculated
average velocities of the particles with respect to time in both
Fig. 3 Homogeneity of excited particles in cases of a cubic cell and a
spherical cell. a, b Spatial probabilities and c, d a spatial average-velocity
of the particles existing in each virtual layer when the coefficient of restitution
between particles is varied. The virtual layer, as shown in c, d, is used in a–d
to sort particles spatially in terms of the distance from the center of the sample
cell. Each layer has a 1 mm width, and the sample cells are filled with the
layers to leave no space within the cells. e, fNormalized velocity probabilities
in each x-, y-, z-direction with Gaussian fits (The coefficient of restitution:
0.2), and the skewness s and the kurtosis k (subtracted by 3) of the
distributions. The data are obtained at the ends of rounds of non-excited
phases for 10 frames and are superimposed for better statistics in all the
figures (at 4.1 s, 4.2 s,…, 5.0 s)
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cases, and Fig. 6c, d are snapshots of the particles during the
excitations. As shown in Fig. 6a, the particles start floating
upward in the sedimentation case. Then, the bulk particles
reach upper half of the sample cell with higher velocities at
1.0 s, as shown in Fig. 6a, c. The particles are pulled back
downward at 1.5 s, and then they are randomized gradually,
ending up the homogeneous distribution (also see
Supplementary Video 4). Figure 6b shows the spatial proba-
bilities of the particles, which are uniformly distributed in both
cases. We may therefore conclude that wherever particles are
placed as initial condition, they reach the homogeneous state
within several rounds of magnetic excitations.
Fig. 4 Average velocities of excited particles when a magnetic-field
strength and a turning-on duration of the field are varied in a spherical-
cell case. The average velocities with respect to time when the turning-on
duration is varied, in cases of intensifying the magnetic field to a 0.5x, b
1.0x, and c 2.0x. dAverage velocities of particles at the end of excitations
(at 5.0 s) in each case with linear fits. e Snapshots of the particles at the
end of excitations (at 5.0 s, intensification: 2.0x, turning-on: 0.1 s)
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Figure 7a, b show the spatial probabilities and the spatial
average-velocities of particles when the volume fraction is
varied from 5% to 15%, which can be deemed granular gas
state. Although the particle mobility decreases with increase
of the volume fraction, the particles are distributed homoge-
neously even at high volume fraction, as shown in the snap-
shot of particles at the end of excitations (Fig. 7d). As shown
in Fig. 7b, the average velocity of the particles differentiates in
each case because the energies of particles dissipate substan-
tially in case of higher volume-fraction due to more frequent
collisions between particles. Figure 7c shows the velocity-
direction distribution in volume fraction of 15%. Although
the average velocity is varied depending on the volume frac-
t ion , the ve loc i ty d i rec t ion i s randomized and
omnidirectionally in all the cases.
Experimental Demonstration Using a Spherical Cell
Testing and optimizing all these parameters in experiments re-
quire a long-term low-gravity campaign, e.g. an orbital space
experiment. Before that, we have the chance to use the drop
tower facility operated by the Center of Applied Space
Technology and Microgravity (ZARM) located in Bremen,
Germany. The drop tower offers ~10−6 g (1 g = 9.8 m/s2) gravity
condition for ~9.4 s. While such short time period is not enough
to extensively test many different parameter sets, we use it for
one demonstration: the change of sample cell geometry. As
shown in Fig. 8a, the spherical drop tower test sample cell is
made of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and has an inner
diameter of 58 mm. About 3000 iron based amorphous alloy
particles (Fe52Co20B20Si4Nb4) were placed inside. The
Fig. 5 Homogeneity of excited
particles when a magnetic-field
strength and a turning-on duration
of the field are varied in a
spherical-cell case. a, c, e Spatial
probabilities and b, d, f spatial
average-velocities of the particles
existing in each layer (see Fig. 3d
for the explanation on the layer),
in cases of intensifying the
magnetic field to a, b 0.5x, c, d
1.0x, and e, f 2.0x. For better
statistics, the data are obtained at
the ends of rounds of non-excited
phases for 10 frames (at 4.1 s,
4.2 s,…, 5.0 s) and are
superimposed
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particles were prepared by centrifugal granulation that leads to a
spherical shape with diameter of 0.5 mm. The amorphous alloy
material has a high effective magnetic permeability and a low
coercivity, which ensure the particles to quickly respond to the
magnetic field without being permanentlymagnetized (Yu et al.
2019), thus reproduce the scenarios assumed by the simula-
tions: particles interact with each other only under the external
field but not without it. The 4-magnet setup is used for this drop
tower test, as shown in Fig. 1c. Despite using only 4 magnets
(turning-on: 20 ms, turning-off: 80 ms) instead of 8 in the
simulation due to limited resources available for the test, within
6 s into the micro-g phase, the system is able to drive the
particles to a nicely homogeneous distribution. The removal
of corners from a cubic cell prevents any observable concentra-
tion of particle close to the 4magnets, as better illustrated by the
processed Fig. 8b (also see Supplementary Videos 5 and 6). In
addition, the spatial probability of particles located at different
distances from the center of the spherical cell is shown in Fig.
8c. It also exhibits no concentration of particles near the surface
of the spherical cell in the experiment, while the particles pop-
ulate densely in the outer part of the cubic cell (in particular, in
layers 20–24) in the simulation, as shown in Fig. 3a. Although
there is a difference between experimental and simulation con-
ditions, which needs to be eliminated for further comparison
and deeper analysis of experiments in the future work, this
demonstration proves that use of a spherical sample cell is
promising for the preparation of granular gases distributed
homogeneously.
Conclusion
A numerical simulation based on 3D DEM considering mag-
netic interactions between particles was carried out to under-
stand the basic characteristics of the magnetic bulk thermostat
as well as show the capability of the system for future inves-
tigations of granular gases. The calculation results show indi-
vidual effects of tunable parameters of the thermostat on the
Fig. 6 Particle behaviors during magnetic excitations when an initial
distribution of particle positions is varied. a Average velocities of
particles with respect to time during the beginning of the excitations. b
Spatial probabilities of the particles existing in each layer at the ends of
rounds of non-excited phases (see Fig. 3d for the explanation on the
layer). For better statistics, the data are obtained for 10 frames (at 4.1 s,
4.2 s,…, 5.0 s) and are superimposed. Snapshots of the excited particles
at each time in cases of c sedimentation and d random distribution as
initial condition
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Fig. 7 Homogeneity of excited
particles when the volume
fraction is varied in a spherical-
cell case. a Spatial probabilities
and b spatial average-velocities of
the particles existing in each layer
(see Fig. 3d for the explanation on
the layer). c Normalized velocity
probabilities in each x-, y-,
z-direction with Gaussian fits
(volume fraction: 15%), and the
skewness s and the kurtosis k
(subtracted by 3) of the
distributions. The data are
obtained at the ends of rounds of
non-excited phases for 10 frames
and are superimposed for better
statistics (at 4.1 s, 4.2 s,…, 5.0 s).
d Snapshots of the particles at the
end of excitations (at 5.0 s,
volume fraction: 15%)
Fig. 8 Particle distribution in a
spherical sample cell from a drop
tower test. a The original image,
where the numbers “1”, “2”, “3”
and “4” mark the positions of 4
magnets used for excitation. b
Particle positions after image
processing. cA spatial probability
of the particles existing in each
virtual layer. As opposed to
simulation cases, each layer has a
1.16 mm width in analysis of the
experimental result and sorts
particles spatially in terms of the
distance from the center of the
spherical cell. Since the
experimental video provides
particle motions in a limited range
of depth, this analyzed data shows
2D information. Light scattering
and reflection on the cell surface
prevent capturing motions of
particles near the boundary, and
particles in layers closest to the
boundary (layers 24, 25 that are
painted with light-blue color in b,
c) are neglected. The data of
particle positions are
superimposed for 130 frames, and
97,010 detected particle positions
are analyzed in total for better
statistics
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homogeneity and the excitation level of the granular gas.
From the results, changing the sample-cell geometry to spher-
ical shape is promising for improvement of the homogeneity,
and it was also demonstrated by the experiment in micrograv-
ity. Although more sophistication is necessary on the set-up,
we can conclude that the use of the spherical cell facilitates
more homogeneous granular gas. In addition, the simulation
predicts that control of the granular gas state by adjusting
magnetic parameters is possible over a wide range of param-
eters. In particular, the optimal combination of the magnetic
field strength and the applied duration is the key to tailor
excitation levels of the granular gas in homogeneous state. If
longer microgravity is accommodated, various experiments
can be conducted without changing the set-up or using me-
chanically moving parts in one campaign. The simulation also
indicates that the thermostat has potential to adapt to various
granular bulk conditions, such as different initial distributions
and volume fractions, resulting in the creation of a homoge-
neous distribution of particles excited randomly and
omnidirectionally.
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